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Project Summary

Results

Technology Applied

RAMP REMOVAL POSES UNIQUE 
CHALLENGES

THE ABILITY TO CHANGE PRODUCT 
DENSITY ALLOWED FOR VARIABLE POWDER 
FACTORS BASED ON AREAS NEEDED

SUCCESSFUL SHOT ENSURES MINIMAL 
DOWN TIME

Dyno Nobel has serviced this granite quarry in North 
Carolina for many years providing a range of products 
and services. Recently a new mine plan was put into 
place where the ramp in the middle of the pit is to be 
removed.
Before the ramp is removed, a new ramp was established 
so as not to cut off access to the bottom of the pit. The 
access to the jaw had to be considered when the area 
near the jaw was removed. The first shot would be 75’ 
from the primary crusher and 120’ from the secondary.
The ramp had an average of 15’ of fill which presented 
more challenges with increasing burdens and keeping 
holes open when drilled.                   

The excess material on the ramp was removed in order 
to ensure proper burdens on the front and back of the 
shot while reducing the risk of drill holes blocking off. 
This also allowed for a shorter bench with a tighter 
pattern. Half of the area would be taken out in the first 
shot to leave access to the jaw while the mucking was 
performed. 
TITAN® XL1000G was loaded giving the option of 
changing the product density which allowed for desired 
powder factors in areas needed.

The shot performed as desired producing minimal 
movement toward the primary and secondary while 
allowing for the mucking process to be quick and easy.

Next Steps

NEW ACCESS AND CONTINUED WORK

With the new access to the jaw now available, the ramp 
in the middle of the pit will continue to be taken out, 
making changes to the blast design where needed.


